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For the aseismic design of a pier foundation constructed on a lightly cemented dense gravel deposit of a
SYNOPSIS:
3,9JOm-long suspension bridge, cyclic and monoton1c undrained triax1al tests were performed on undisturbed specimens with
a diameter of 30cm taken from the deposit under a sea depth of about 55m. Using the results of the cyclic undrained
triaxial tests together with irregular cyclic stresses evaluated for the design earthquake motion bY a dynamic FEM analysis, maximum strains in the gravel deposit were obtained by the cumulative damage concept. The strain values thus estimated indicated a sufficiently high degree of seismic stability of the foundation. Further, for the same initial mean Principal stress, the strength for monotonic undrained triaxial compression of isotropically consolidated SPecimens was found
not greater than the strength against irregular cyclic undrained loading of the specimens anisotropically consolidated as
in the field. This means that the former strength can be used as an approximated value of the latter.
INTRODUCTION

Hyogo Prefecture

As a part of one of the three bridge routes connecting
Main Island and Shikoku Island, a 3,9JOm-long suspension
bridge Akashi KaikYo Oh-Hashi is now under construction
over a Akashi channel with a largest sea depth of about
The central span with a length of
110m (Figs. I and 2).
J,990m will become longest in the world when constructed.
Foundation 3P is founded on a stable sedimentary soft rock
<Kobe Group) of Early Neogene Period of Tertiary Era,
underlain by a granite bed rock (Fig. 3). Unlike the case
of 3P, the seismic stability of Foundation 2P (Fig. 4) had
been one of the major concerns in the design of this
bridge, because 2P was to be placed on a weakly cemented
gravel deposit <Akashi Group) having a largest thickness of
This deposit consists of round-shaPed gravel
about 50m.
particles and fine soi Is as the matrix filling the void of
gravel, probably ancient river beds formed by mud flows of
several million years ago in Late Neogene Period to Early
When studYing the feasibility of the
Pleistocene Period.
bridge, it was recognized that the strength and deformation properties of the gravel deposit obtained from
field investigations involving bore hole lateral loading
tests was not sufficient to determine confidently the
Further, the
dimensions and the depth of Foundation 2P.
a huge
such
of
design
aseismic
the
of
experience
foundation on a gravel deposit as 2P was lacking_ In view
of the above, despite its very high cost, a large number of
undisturbed samples were taken from the gravel deposit at
the site of Foundation 2P.

Fig. 1 Location of Akashi Kaikyo Oh-Hashi Bridge
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Fig_ 2

Akashi Kaikyo Oh-Hashi Bridge

TWO STAGES IN THE DESIGN OF FOUNDATION 2P
The first stage design was based on a simplified method using the results of triaxial compression tests and stability
analyses by the pseudo-static limit equilibrium method
within the framework of the conventional design methodology widely used in Japan. Yet, the method used was
much more sophisticated than the ones currently used for
the design of most bridges. In the second stage, a more sophisticated method was used for both the laboratory tests
and the stabilitY analyses taking into account the effects
of earthquake on the load and the strength of soils in a
more straightforward way. Yet, in order to balance against
the limited amount of the data of the gravel deposit and
uncertainties of the design earthquake motion, used was a
method sti II simplified than the most sophisticated ones

500

Fig. 3

1000m

Topographical and geological conditions

It was attempted, therefore, that any
developed so far.
simplification leads to a conservative or balanced result.
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All the static and dynamic analyses of the foundationg r o u n d system we r e Performed under p I an e s t r a i n con d itions 1n the transverse direction of the bridge, because 1n
this direction, the effect of wind load is most critical under static conditions and the allowable displacement of the
footing is minimum under seismic I oadi ng conditions.
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Stage I :Design by a conventional method
(Step a) The undisturbed samples with a diameter of 30cm
were taken by offshore core-boring sampling from layers to
a depth of about 40m below the sea bottom at a depth of about 55 m, using the largest offshore platform available in
Japan. For this purpose, a large-diameter triple-tube sampling method was developed <Yamagata eta!., 1987).
(Step b) About fifty drained and undrained monotonic triaxial compression tests were Performed on isotropically
consolidated specimens <Test Series 1), see Fig. 5. Therelationship between the shear strength
r , and the normal
stress a n' on the fai Jure Plane for the drained tests was
determined from the envelop of the Mohr's circles shown in
Fig. 5a. For the undrained tests, however, the
r , value
was not obtained from the envelop of the Mohr's circles
with
(J "'=
a c' (the isotropic confining pressure at conso I i dat1 on) (Fig. 5b)>
Th1s value was obta1 ned from the
shear stress corresponding to the effective mean principal
stress
am'= ( a ,'+2 a :3)/3 on the Mohr's circle of
stress at the moment of the maximum deviator stress <Fig.
5c), which was assumed equal to the effective normal stress
a n' on the failure plane. In the same way, the initial
normal stress
a nc' on the failure plane was assumed equal to the effective mean Principal stress at consolidation
(J
me',
which was equal to the isotropic confining
pressure a c' for Series 1. Bothe the
r , and a n' relation for drained conditions and the
r • and
a no' relation (the fai Jure line f-f in Fig. 5c) for undrained conditions used for the design are summarized in Fig. 6. These
relations were determined by reducing to some extent the
measured shear strength values in order to take into account the possible effects of the strength anisotropy and
the progressive fai I ur e in the ground.
(Step c) The bearing capacity of Footing 2P under the design seismic condition was evaluated by the Pseudo-static
limit equilibrium method <Yamada, 1988). The effect of
earthquake on the load was taken into account only in the
footing load which was obtained from the earthquake response analysis of the bridge-foundation system.
In the
conventional aseismic design method cur rent Jy used for
smaller-scale bridge~ the drained shear strength is used.
In this case, under the most critical seismic loading condition, when the normal stress along the failure plane increases from the initial value
(J
nc' to
(J
nc'+ Ll (J n',
the drained strength
r 2 is used <Fig. 6). For the design
of Foundation 2P, however, the undrained shear strength
r 1 corresponding to the initial stress
(J
no' was used
considering that
an' will not increase with the increase
in the total normal stress under seismic conditions. This
was based on the following two considerations: (1) Due to a
low permeability of the gravel deposit by the presence of
fines soi I matrix, the undrained conditions wi II prevai I under seismic conditions.
(2) The use of the undrained

Fig. 5
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Design strength used for pseudo-static stability
analysis by the limit equilibrium method

strength smaller than the the drained strength is conservative (see Fig. 6).
Stage
II : Confirmation of the the resu It of Stage I by
a more sophisticated method
(Step d) The effects on the strength of both anisotropic Initial stress conditions in the field and cyclic undrained
loading during earthquakes were not taken into account in
the design at Stage
I. In order to evaluate these effects, a series of cyclic and monotonic undrained triaxial
tests were performed on undisturbed specimens <Series 2).
(Step e) A FEM earthquake resPonse analysis of the bridge-ground system was performed in order to obtain the time
histories of random cyclic stresses within the ground.
(Step f) Maximum strain values which may develop in the
gravel deposit supporting Foundation 2P during the design
earthquake motion were estimated by means of the cumulative damage concept using the results of Steps d and e.
(Step g) Using the stiffness values of soi I deteriorated
due to cyclic undrained loading estimated by using theresult of Step L the maximum displacement of the foundation
under the design seismic condition was estimated by a pseudo-static FEM analysis.
Then, this was compared with its
allowable design limit.
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Her et n r e Por ted ts a part of the r esu It of the 'nvestt gaThe rema•mno oart of the result will be
t ton of Stage [)
reported elsewhere the future bv the authors .
TRIAXIAL SPECIMENS AND TESTING METHODS FOR TEST SERIES 2
At t he stte of samPitng, each sample was lrtmmed to a l ength

of about 60cm and the lateral surface and both ends were
covered woth 2mm-thlck a ru bber membrane and dtsks, respectively, The samPle was oonftned 1n a steel mold to be transported to the lab oratorY. A lthou gh the densitY and gratn
st ze d i strtbutton charact eristics were not very uniform a mong the samplos as sho wn 1n Ftg. 7 and Tab l e 1. a Particu l ar
var1at1on tn the te st results was no t observed.
Although 1t was not posstble to evaluate exactly the effect
of samPling dtsturbance. th 1s effect was constdered smal l because of a degree of natura l cementation as reflected tn
some coheston obtained by the dratned trtax 1al compressoon
In add tti on. stnce the samples were very
les ts (Ftg. 5a).
dense wtth a void ratio less than 0 .5 (Table 1), the overall
effect was considered to be a reductio n in strength. the use
crf the strenoth as measured l ead1ng to a conservative result. Furthermore. t l was constdered unnecessa r y to take Into account the membrane penetrat1on effect on the results of
undrained trlax 1al tests, because the lateral surface of sample was found smooth. Namely, the Iaroe par tocles at the
lateral surface of samPle had been cut ac cordtng to the sam Ple diameter by the core bortno Procedure and the votd between gravel part tc les was ftllad w i th ftner sotls (Fi g. 8)
Two monotonic loadtng trtax•al compresston tes t s <TC) and
Sl>< teen cycl ic undra1ned trtax1al tests <CTX> usi ng untform
s1ne-wave cvci1c stresses were Performed at lnst1tute of lnF1ve speci mens dedustrtal Sc1enoe. Un1v ers1 ty of Tokvo.
noted as CTX-TC wer e loaded 1n monotonic triax i a l compresSIOn following CYCliC undrained l oad1ng wothout a ll ow t ng
Table I shows the test results of the
drainage 1n be t ween
spec tmen s consoltdated at a stress ra too C1 oc'/ C1 ao'= 3.
8e1ng conf1nod at a cell pressure of 0 . 3kgflcm 2 • the dim ensions of spectmens were measured and the specimens were made
fu l ly satura ted by the dry sett i ng method <ASTM D4767>.
Namely, a Par t l al vacuum of 0.95kgf/cm'" was appl i ed to the
1nside of specimen, wh i le a parttal vacuum of 0 . 65kgf/cm 2 was
apPlied to the 1ns1de of the cell Ct . e. , the outsode of the
specimen). Then. w1th keePing the effect t ve stress at 0. 3
kgf/cm 2 • a back pressure of 2.0kgf/cm 2 or more was aPPlied .
The measured pore pressure coe ff 1c1ents B were 0.96 or more
(Tab l e 1) . The meth od of saturation by percolat in g C02 gas
and de-a t red w ater through a specimen was found inef f ective
due to 1ts very low Permeabi litv .
The pressure l evels and stress ratios used for oonsoli dattno
C1 oo'l cr 3o'= 2. 3
the spec1mens were ( I> tho stress ratoo
C1 me'= ( C1 lo'+2 · C1
and 4 for lhe mean PrinCIPal stress
2
C1 ~c'=
C1 , ., '/ C1 3c'= I for
and (2)
3 .,')/3r 6.67k gflcm
4.0/om 2 wh1ch were determined from the result of a stat 1c FEM
analvsts <Fig , 9). In F tll . 9. some wh ite zones near the ground
These were obsurface means ft ctHious tens1le stresses.
tai ned beoauso tho same Young ·s modu I us was used 1 n all the
elements of the Akash l gravel deposo t and the over lytn g l ay er. The v a lue of (] m e ' was est tm ated bY assumong (] 2c =
The results show that C1 ,....,• i s around
C1 ,..,· 1n the oround
6 - 8kof/cm 2 I n the l avers beneath the footong and around
4kgf/cm 2 1n the zones adJacent to the foot1n9. The value of
C1 to'/ C1 ,..,• IS around 3 1n the layers be neath the footrng,
In th 1s
but smaller t n the :zones ad Jacent to the foot tn g .
paper, on l y the test results for C1 ,.,'/ C1 ao'= 3 and
C1 mo'= 6 .67kof/cm 2 are rePorted.
0

For anisotropiC oonsoltdat1on. a spec1men was ftrst ISOtroC1 ao ' and then
ploallv consolidated to the ftnal value of
only the axtal stress was oncreased under drained condl-
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F1g 7 Gra1n s1ze di strtbut1on curves of tr i axtal
sc>ec1mens CSert es 2>

0 .1

F1g. 8 (a) Gravels cut durtng core bortno and (b) v1ew
of a sPecimen after test <A ptece of gravel be1ng
removed f rom the specimen)
ttons, by assum i ng that the des1 gn earthquake may at t ack the
brtdge after the excess pore. water pressure develoPed bv
the construction of the foundatton has di ssiPated . For cycl i c loadi ng. un1 form cycl i c stresses of O. lH:z were used,
wht l e fo r monotontc loading, the spec1men was compressed at
a constant axtal strai n rate of 0 . 1%/mt nut e.
Due to the l 1m1ted depth of samPling, most of the troax1al
spec i mens were used to represent in-sitU layers deeper than
those from wh1ch they were taken. Fo r the case of C1 ·,.,;
a ·,.,,. 3. the ratiO 1n dePth ts about three (see the dePth
rattos sh own tn Table 1). There fore, even If the so t Is 1n the
fte l d are overconsol t dated, tt 1s unl 1ke i Y that the fte l d cv c lto undraoned s trength values were over-estimated bv test ' n g at OCR r at ' o s I a r go r than those r n the f 1e I d. Fur t her •
the effect of th1s d1f fe r ence would be sma ll for the lavers
beneath th e foundat ion. because bY the load of the foot1ng,
the y wil l be consol1 dated to normally conso l1dated oo ndi t 1ons or near them.
In monot on1c lrtaxtal tests, the Prtnoi pal stress d rr ect1ons
do not rotate. and 1n cvcltc trtaX1ai tests. they may ro tate
Therefore,
by 90 degrees abruptly w oth no shear st re ss
sonce they rotate continuou s ly rn the f i eld, i n genera l 1ts
effect should bo taken 1nto account when ustng the trtax1al
test resul ts . F1g 11 shows the max1mum rotat 1on ang le
8 .. ·m • • of the Prtnclpal stress dtrect1on from the stat1c
condt tton caused by the deSt gn earthquake motion The doub le amP lit ude angle of t h e rotat ion IS the doub l e of
8 o ·M • • at the largest. b u t not l arger than 90 degre es. It
mav be seen that 8 ...... . .. decr-eases as C1 ,.,'/ C1 :>o' l n In most of the elements beneath the foundation
oreases.
(e . g. , Elements E, G, I and K), 8 d·m • ,. are less than about
10 degrees. It was considered that when the rotation ts small

Test conditions and results (a 1c'/ a 3c'=3)

Table 1
Test

TC

t~pe

Sa1pling depth!) (I)

Depth rat io

CTX

1-6

Specilen No.

5-10

3.6

6-8

9. 4

10.5

6-11-1

5-15

6-9

6-12

13.6

12.0

11.5

10.9

0. 11

0. 29

0. 32

0. 42

0. 39

0. 35

0. 33

p.

(g/c•')

2. 158

2. 043

2. 151

2. 126

2.120

2.121

2. 184

p'

(g/c•')

1. 862

1. 837

1. 858

1. 907

1. 834

1.887

1. 916

lnt ial void ratio e

0. 434

0. 435

0. 426

0. 365

0 446

0. 386

0 392

Gravel content

(%)

57

68

59

23

36

64

38

Sand content

m
m

38

24

40

61

55

29

53

6

8

1

16

9

7

9

0. 61
2. 02

0. 81
3. 57

0.82
2. 40

0.62
2.12

0. 88
3. 27

0. 92
2. 92

o. 98

0. 98

0. 97

0. 96

0. 98

0. 98

0. 204

0. 329

0. 513

0. 693

0. 293

o. 458

0. 14

-

-

0. 17

-

0.15

0.1

1. 65

0.12

5. 6

0. 25

2

Fines content

Axial strain (X)
0. 77
Volu1etr ic strain(l)
2. 22
(during isotropic consolidation)
0. 96

B va I ue

a,/2· a.o

(22.347)"

e.·=0.2%

-

'=0.5%

-

33

-

£.

3. 6

0.33

No

e • •;; IX

-

2. 5

0. 44

0.2

at

£.

2%

-

-

10.0

3. 5

1.25

e • • = 5%

-

-

96

16.3

8. 0

=lOX

-

-

at No= 500

-

+;;

£ • •
£. • (%)

Max. Llu

(kgf/co')

-2.281

1.0
1. 496

-

64

7.8

-

1. 936

2.222

36

Ac:

Late Pleistocene and Holocene dePostt

2. 25

-

24

25

-

95

-

4. 1

-

2. 962

210
Granite

1. 548

2. 305

I) Depth fro• the sea botto1. 2) (the depth of salpling)/(the depth of the iuer
1odeled in the test"' 32.51).
3) The 1UI1u1 deviator stress; ( (1 1 - C1 3 ) • • •

as the above, its possible effect on the strength and deformation properties of soils be negligible and the simulation
by the cyclic triaxial tests without the rotation of the principal stress direction would be relevant. On the other hand,
when
a 1o'l a 3o' decreases from 2.0, the rotation increases largelY. It was considered that the behavior in this
case can be simulated by the CYclic triaxial tests with a rotation of 90 degrees in the principal stress directions.
It
was found afterwards from the results of the cyclic undrained tests that the relationshiP between the maximum
axial strain in each loading cycle and the amplitude of cyclic stress was rather independent of
a 1c'/ a 3o' between
1.0 and 4.0, thus Independent of whether the principal
stresses rotated or not tn the tests. Based on the above, the
simulation of the field seismic conditions by the cyclic
triaxial testing was considered relevant for the purpose of
this investigation.

Fig. 9
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For all the specimens, the direction of
a ,• during consolidation was in the tn-sttu vertical dtrection. Therefore,
if the effect of the possibly anisotropic fabric of the
specimens on the test results is significant, this should be
taken into account.
However, this effect was considered
small by the following reasons: (1) In the cyclic undrained
tests on isotropicaiiY consolidated specimens with symmetric
cyclic stresses in triaxial compression and extension, the axial strains developed were rather symmetric. Further, the
strains developed during isotropic consolidation were rather
isotropic (see Table 1).
These results suggested that the
specimens were rather isotropic. (2) In the gravel lavers
supporting the foundation, of which the strength values were
most concerned, the angle ()
of the direction of
a ,· relative to the vertical under the static stress condition was
verY sma II (see Fig. 9cl.
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In the triaxial tests,
a "' equals either a
or
a 3 ' whereas it is between them in the field. It was
considered conservative to ignore the effect of this difference
on
both
the monotonic
and
cYclic
undrained
strengths, because it is known that the others being the
same, the monotonic strength is smaller in triaxial comPression than in plane strain and the cyclic undrained
strength is smaller in triaxial compression and extension
than in Plane strain.

TEST RESULTS OF CYCLIC TESTS for

a

to'/

a

so'= 3

Figs. 11, 12a and 12b show some of the test results of CTX.
Fig. 12c shows the stress paths typical of the monotonic undrained triaxial compression tests on isotropically consolidated specimens of Series 1. As may be seen from Figs. 11
and 12, the specimen subjected to cyclic undrained loading
behaved like a very densely packed sand in that the rate of
the increase in the axial strain with cyclic loading never increased even after the effective stress path was approaching
the failure envelope. Further, due to the property of cyclic
mobility, the specimens could sustain cyclic stresses having
a maximum deviator stress close to the drained strength
without exhibiting large strains.

0

I

"f

The proper definition of the cyclic undrained strength of
saturated sci Is has been a controversial topic. The steady
state strength proPosed by Casagrande and his colleagues
(e.g., Polous et al., 1985) was not employed, because when
following this definition, the development of strain during
an earthquake motion cannot be traced. Besides, the use of
such a strength defined for large strains is not relevant for
the stability analysis of this bridge which is sensitive toeOn the other
ven small displacement of the foundations.
1987) recommended the use of
hand, Seed (e.g., Seed,
so-called initial liquefaction strength as obtained from CTX
tests on isotropically consolidated specimens for the purpose of the liquefaction analysis of level ground. This definition was not employed either, because in this study, even
in the CTX tests on the isotropically consolidated specimens,
the axial strain did not started to increase suddenly even
after the moment of initial liquefaction. Further, in the CTX
tests on anisotropicaiiY consolidated specimens, axial strain
increases without reaching the condition of initial liquefaction (see Figs. 11 and 12). Andersen et al. (1988) defined the
strength for the mean strain value ( E> t++ E> 1-)/2 to evaluate the residual deformation of the ground and also for the
strain amplitude ( E> 1+- E> 1-) to evaluate the cyclic deforIn this study, the
mation of the ground (see Fig. 13).
strength was defined as the amplitude of cyclic stress for a
1+ in a certain loading cycle
£
certain maximum axial strain
by the following reasons: (1) The allowable maximum displacement of the foundation is specified under design seismic conditions based on the allowable maximum deformation of the
superstructure of the bridge. In order to evaluate this val1+ is most relevant. (2) This
£
ue, the definition based on
a 1c'/
definition can be used equally for any value of
a ac'. Fig. 14 shows the test results summarized based on
this definition.

AKASHI GRAVEL:No.5-15(58.16-58.86m}

Fig. 11

Typical time histories of CYclic deviator
stress, axial strain and excess pore water
Pressure
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EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE ANALYSIS
Using equivalent shear muduli and damping values as a funcr, an equivalent linear FEM
tion of cyclic shear strain
earthquake response analysis was performed in frequency doThe earthquake input motion (Fig. 15b) was
main (Fig. 15).
given at the surface of unweathered granite rock. The inir ; to-e were obtained from the
tial shear moduli GmaK at
field shear wave velocitY Va. The properties shown in Fig.
16c were obtained from another series of cyclic triaxial
tests on undisturbed specimens with a diameter of 30cm and
5cm for Akashi and Kobe Groups, respectively.
A part of the resu Its are shown in Fig. 16. Due to the rocking behavior of the footing, cyclic stresses induced were
relatively large in the zones beneath the edge of footing
(e.g., Elements E and G), but small along the central line of
the foot i n g (e. g., E I em en t K). I n the zones beneath the footing (e.g., Elements G, I and K), the largest rotation angle in
double amplitude of the principal stress direction is not
greater than 20 degrees. Therefore, the effect of the rotation of the Principal stress direction would be very small.
However, this is not be small in the zones adjacent to the
footing (e.g., Element Bl.
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Fig. 13 Definitions of stresses and strains
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STRAINS
BY
IRREGULAR
CYCLIC
CUMULATIVE DAMAGE CONCEPT

STRESSES

ESTIMATED

BY

The maximum strain values in the gravel deposit under the
design seismic condition were estimated by the cumulative
damage concept (CDC) (Donovan, 1971), using half pulses of
cyclic stresses <Tatsuoka et al., 1986) in the following way:
(1) For each element, a series of half pulse SR(n) is defined
from the time history of
a ,·-a 3 ' obtained for the design
earthquake motion in such a way as that the nth half pulse
SR(n)= ( (! 1
a 3')oyole/(2 a mo'). ( a ,·- a 3')CI'VOie is
the amplitude of the nth h.alf pulse between two successive
zero-crossing points (Fig. 17>. The largest SR(n) is defined
as SR(J). Then, the accumulative curves of half pulse are
obtained (Fig. 18). Only such accumulative curves are needed
for the CDC analysis, because the result is independent of
the sequence of pulse.
(2) For each element, strength curves defined for different
strain values are prepared as shown in Fig. 19. These shown
in Fig_ 19 were made from those shown in Fig_ 14.
(3) For a certain strain value
e ,+selected, the total damage D for such a given accumulative curve of half pulse as
shown in Fig. 18 is computed as D= ~ 1/{2·Nc(n)l. Nc(n) is
the number of cycle which corresponds to the value of SRd equal to SR(n) for such a strength curve for the given value
of
e ,+ as shown in Fig, 19.
(4) The step (3) is repeated by multiplying all the half Pulses
by a constant, but fixed at each calculation, factor
a unti I the value of D becomes 1.0. The value of
a •SR(1) forD=
1.0 is defined as SR(J)o_, for the given value of
e ,+_
(5) The stePs (3) and (4) are repeated by changing the value
of
e ,+to obtain the SR(1lo-t - 8 t+ relation as shown in
Fig_ 20 for each element. The difference seen in the results
is due to the different randomness in cyclic stresses; i.e.,
the different patterns of accumulative curve of half pulse.
1

-

0.0

That value of
8 ,+which corresponds to SR(1lo-1= SR(1)
(i.e.,
a = J.Q) is the largest strain expected for the given
design earthquake motion. These values are very small for
Elements L G and I (Fig. 20>.
Fig. 21 shows the distribution of
8 1+ for the given design
earthquake motion (i.e., for
a = 1.0). It may be seen that
the strains in the layers supporting the footing are not
greater than 0.2% and smaller in the zones closer to the central line of the footing. These results already show that
the displacement of the footing during the design earthquake
motion would be very small. However, Fig_ 21 shows so-called
strain potential, which does not satisfy the strain compatibilitY within the ground. A pseudo-static FEM analysis, which
satisfies the strain compatibility, showed that the maximum
horizontal relative displacement between the top and bottom
of Foundation 2P under the design seismic condition is about
2.4cm, which was about 1/3.5 of the allowable limit. This result wi II be reported more in detai Is elsewhere.
The method described above is a total stress method in which
the stiffness values used in the earthquake response analysis do not match those obtai ned by using CDC. Namely, the
former values are a function of the initial consolidation
stress, thus, larger than the latter which has deteriorated
due to the development of pore water pressure by undrained
cyclic loading. Therefore, the first natural period of the
foundation-ground system of about 0.8 second obtained by
the earthquake response analysis is somehow underestimated.
Since this natural period is larger than the Predominant period of the input earthquake motion of about 0.2-0.3 seconds,
the underestimated natural period leads to overestimated cyclic stresses. Therefore, in this case, the use of such a total stress method as above would be conservative.

,;;;o;:o..---~,----:-,';-:o------:-:,o!c--,,----,o,J,_, o.o
Single Amplitude Shear Strain y

Fig. 15 (a) ModeL (b) input time history of
acceleration, and (c) strain-level dependency of
stiffness and damping for dynamic FEM analysis
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COMPARISON OF CYCLIC AND MONOTONIC LOADING BEHAVIORS
Fig. 22 compares the following three kinds of stress-strain
relations in monotonic undrained triaxial compression:
(1) That of a specimen isotropically consolidated at
a mo'= 6.67kgf/cm 2 , obtained bY interpolating those relations at
a mo'= 4, 6 and 10 kgf/cm 2 of Series 1 from which
the design strength was determined (see Fi 9. 6). In Fig. 22a,
the point of zero-axial strain for this test was made located
at the point A at which the axial strain was defined as zero
for the following tests on anisotropically consolidated specimens. The stress value at an axial strain of 2%, Strength!,
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0.5
Element

=~J
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--1
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is- '>lotted in Fig. 23a.
(2) rhat of a specimen anisotropically consolidated at
a mo'= 6.67kgf/cm 2 and a , .. ·; a 3o'= 3. The strength obtained from this test, Strength A, also is shown in Fig. 23a.
(3) Those of the three specimens having been subjected to cyclic undrained loading.
They had been initially anisotropically consolidated at
a 'mo= 6.67kgf/cm 2 and a ·, .. ;
a ' 3 .,= 3. These specimens were selected for this kind of
test because they did not exhibit excessive strains in cyclic
undrained loading. These tests were performed to evaluate
the post-earthquake undrained strength.
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(3)After CTX

10

(b)

( 1 llsotropically Consolidated

am,'=6.67kgf/cm'
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30

p'=(cr ,'+20,')/3 (kgflcm'>
Fig. 22

(a) Stress-strain relations and (b) stress paths
for monotonic and cyclic undrained loading

Also in l"ig. 22a are shown the relationships between the maximum deviator stress ( CT 1'- CT 3')d·m•K and the value of S
1 ~ estimated for seismic loading conditions by using CDC.
Here, ( CT 1 '- CT 3 ')d ·m•K is the deviator stress at consolidation (=
CT 10 '- CT 3o'l plus the maximum cyclic deviator
stress (= !SR<lllo-1·2· a mo'l used to calculate
S 1 .
In
Fig. 22, the relations are shown only for a range of the
deviator stress below its largest value used in the CTX
tests. In Fig. 23a, Strength C defined for
e 1~= 2% is also
shown (the points E, G and ll.
In Figs. 22 and 23, the relationships are compared for the
same
CT mo' (= 6.67kgf/cm 2 ).
This was to compare the behavior at the simi Jar effective normal stress at consolidaton CT
no' on the failure plane, assuming that also for anisotroPically consolidated specimens,
a
' be equal to a nc'
(see Fig. 23b).
The following points may be seen from Figs. 22 and 23:
(1) For the specimens without a cyclic undrained loading history, the strength of the anisotropically consolidated one
(Strength A) is larger than that of the isotropically consol-
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Fig. 23

CONCLUSIONS
The triaxial testing was the only possible laboratory testing
method for evaluating the monotonic and cyclic undrained
strengths of the undisturbed gravel samples with a diameter
of 30cm, despite some limitation inherent to this testing
method. The data obtai ned from this test program seems very
useful also for other simi Jar projects, because the avai !able
data set of gravel like this is very limited. The cyclic undrained strength of these samples was found larger than anticipated beforehand.
Using the test results, the maximum
strains during the design seismic condition in the lightly cemented gravel layers supporting the bridge foundation concerned were calculated by the cumulative damage concept.
These strain values in the zones beneath the footing were
found not greater than 0.2%.
This means that the maximum
displacement of the foundation expected under the design
seismic condition wi II be well within the design limit. It was
also found that the effect of both anisotropic consolidation
and cyclic undrained loading should be taken into account
for the proper evaluation of the 'dynamic' strength of soi Is
under anisotropic stress conditions.

NE 20

~

(2) For the anisotropicaJJy consolidated specimens, the
strength
against
irregular
cyclic
undrained
loading
<Strength Cl is smaller than that against monotonic undrained loading (Strength Al. This is due to the softening
caused by cyclic undrained loading. Therefore, when con
sidering this factor alone, the use of the monotonic loading
strength (Strength A) for seismic loading conditions leads to
a unconservative result. However, Strength Cis larger than
Strength I due to the combined effect of anisotropic consolidation and cyclic undrained loading. Therefore, the use of
Strength I as an approximated design strength value for the
field seismic conditions seems relevant.
(3) For the anisotropicaJJy consolidated specimens, the
strength against monotonic undrained loading decreased only
slightly by previous undrained cyclic loading (see also Fig.
24). Since the strain values which maY occur during the design earthquake motion is very small (see Fig. 21), it can be
considered that a catastrophic failure of the foundation, as
may occur for the one on a loose saturated sand deposit, wi II
never occur.

(a) Strength defined for
e 1 ( e 1•)= 2% versus
1o'/ a 3o' and (b) the definition of a mo'

a
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